
Scorers Corner – the Final Step 
 
Travel a bit and you’ll soon realise that classical Aresti-style aerobatic competitions follow pretty 
much the same pattern the world over. The mix of pilot skill categories kicks-off as usual with 
relatively simple figures for newbies, then rather more demanding ones as the need for talent rises. 
The part the aeroplane plays and the training required to drive it well become more critical as the 
skill levels ramp up, and the pressure on the panel of judges dedicated to assessing every detail of 
every flight to turn subjective opinions into figure grades is never for the faint hearted. The final 
step en-route to the results is the focus here however, where the backroom staff toil throughout to 
turn thousands of grades into valid sequence scores that are set out in rank order. This process that 
takes in opinions and grades and somehow creates reliable scores and ranks is carefully regulated 
and extremely detailed, allowing many often conflicting elements to be considered and evaluated 
correctly to establish a robust set of conclusions. 
 
In most human settings where multiple opinions are 
collected the usual approach is simply to take an average 
of all that is there to have some confidence that the 
majority will dominate and any rogue views can have only 
a limited influence on the result. Where possible a better 
solution is to identify and reject opinions that can 
somehow be classified as likely to be wrong, and IAC’s 
majority / minority approach to hard zero’s provides such 
an example – for any pilot/figure only a majority of HZ’s 
can carry the day, anything less and the HZ’s must have an 
average of the scoring judges substituted to give the pilot 
the benefit of any doubt. There’s some slightly more 
complex logic to handle the situation when AV’s, 
Conference Averages and HZ’s are all mixed together, but 
you get the drift. 
 
For all those occasions where the judges award a mixture of grades for the same figure, their 
diversity (the grades, not the judges!) can present an interesting dilemma. Clearly either some 
different things have been seen or some different assessments of the same thing have been made, 
and somehow the scoring system has to make a decent hash of the result. The trusty average is the 
usual solution, and pilots will know that a better job at the stick-and-rudder end would have 
provided a clearer picture for the judges to work with. However who judged it right and who made 
some other call remains unresolved, and sometimes a straight average may not even give the best 
outcome. Other solutions like dropping the highest and lowest grades have been tried, but these all 
have their faults too as the article at https://iaccdb.iac.org/documents/SA-DCL-2012-09.pdf shows. 
 
Clearly it takes two separate groups of fun loving people to make the aerobatic competition game 
come alive: the ‘aces’ in the air who commit bundles of cash, training time and motivation to turn 
Avgas into noise and hopefully refine their interpretation of the rules, and those on the ground 
whose mission in life is to detect where the former don’t reach the ideal standard and apply the 
appropriate downgrades. Moving swiftly on past those well-known pilot comments so often heard 
during occasional visits to the judging line “I didn’t realise you could see so clearly from here” and 
then “Oh so that’s what I am supposed to do …”, the true complexity of the judges job is a subject 

https://iaccdb.iac.org/documents/SA-DCL-2012-09.pdf


of long running debate in many quarters. At aerobatic contests the pairing of pilot optimism and 
judge pessimism, can-do and almost bet-you-can’t-do is the very epitome of that basic sporting 
principle: do your best, accept credit where it’s due but always be prepared to take the judgement. 
There’s never much room for sore losers … stick, rudder, throttle … just how hard can it be? 
 
Of course an essential part of all this is the credibility of the final scores and how they have been 
reached. Aerobatic figures as directed by the Aresti system comprise flight paths, attitudes, lines, 
arcs and rotations that even the best flying machines require strong guidance to follow, and often 
the most stable and accurate appearance throughout a sequence can belie a frantic performance 
inside the aeroplane. Ultimately however it’s those people on the ground that determine the fate 
of all they observe, and – pilots please note – even the box-arrival and warm-up elements can add 
their own little influence. Almost from birth humans learn to be great pattern matchers – if this 
happens then do that etc., but are a good deal less wonderful at thinking under stress and in 
situations when the “this happened” bit doesn’t match what was planned or expected and a 
pigeon-holed answer refuses to pop right out. Comparing the fleeting twists and turns of the dot in 
the sky to the expectations raised by the 
caller plays a major part in judging 
aerobatics, and since there’s no stop-and-
repeat button we should not be too 
surprised at the diversity of grades 
sometimes awarded for the same thing. 
Many judges, “wrong grade” 
detection/rejection and sensible averaging 
are almost the only ways to reach a 
workable result, short of consigning the 
whole game to the land of electronic 
gizmos … but then not only would the 
programming be a nightmare, we’d lose 
the joy of judging too. Not a happy 
thought. 
 
It’s important to keep domestic event 
processing as simple as possible, otherwise the fun element can mysteriously disappear and that 
won’t do at all. When things get more serious there are always more rules to reinforce the need for 
impeccable results, and dealing very carefully with disparate opinions becomes a critical matter. 
Beyond that good old average there’s a world of well-established mathematical probability theory 
(essentially better / more refined averaging) that can shine a very useful light onto rights, wrongs 
and unlikely grades, and here the Fair Play System has a key role to play. Forget the math for a 
moment, the essence of how FPS does its job is very simple: 

a) Balance the judges output in groups of same-or-similar figures 
b) For each pilot/figure, look for unlikely or ill-fitting grades compared to the others 
c) Reject any that are beyond some clear go / no-go criteria, then … 
d) Loop back to (a), insert calculated replacements for the rejected grades, repeat 
e) Construct a complete set of pilot scores for each individual judge 
f) Check for bias between them, adjust any outside some more high / low criteria 
g) Publish a final set of results that should now be free of detectable errors and bias 



When the mixture of judges and pilots teams and nationalities is broad enough the natural 
inclination of any human, even an aerobatic judge, is to adapt what they see, however unexpected, 
to what they know (pattern match, remember?), an entirely natural and unconscious process. Just 
occasionally however in an intense sporting environment like ours opinions can be skewed, leading 
to suspicion of unfairness and, worse still, distrust. Long experience shows that even with an honest 
outlook the pilot you train with is the one you’ll warm to, and unavoidable quirks in the mind can 
have a similar or even an opposite effect on others. This is where you’ll see the added lines of 
decimal info on pilots’ score-sheets, indicating the presence of that extra balancing step between 
raw grades and their harmonised valuations. An extremely useful by-product of this approach is 
that each judges output can quickly be compared to that of their panel colleagues, providing a 
convenient way to show where the group has pulled together and also reveal things from some 
judges that may have been missed or where perhaps some more attention to the rules is indicated. 
Without this analysis you would never really know, and besides it openly brings the judges into the 
picture as real 
contributors to the event 
and not just those people 
you see in the morning 
and evening, between 
which they spend time 
polishing their tan 
somewhere far, far away. 
 
It has been IAC’s practice 
for many years to use the 
international software 
with its FPS switch set to 
‘on’ at nationals, and a 
quick look at the 2017 and previous years of results reveals the output style to expect again in ’18. 
This scoring programme handles all the judging stuff in pretty much the IAC way, though a few 
items do merit explanation: 

1. A ‘PZ’ grade is available to categorise Perception Zeros in snaps, slides, spins and snappy 
wobbles in rollers. It’s just a zero and has no effect at the pilot end beyond clearly giving the 
reason for the downgrade. In any figure if there’s a majority of them or the other grades are 
near zero then a zero it remains, otherwise it will simply be replaced by an FPS-style 
average. By comparison the plain numeric 0.0 is a fixed grade that never alters. 

2. Chief Judges will use something called the Confirmed HZ (CHZ) on the Chief Judge Penalty 
Form to signify when the computer must set a figure to HZ. This should be the final majority 
view from the panel, preferably using the video to settle the fact, though if necessary the CJ 
can take it from a simple majority on the judges Form-A’s. The scorer has an ‘extra’ judging 
column on the grades-entry form that accepts only CHZ’s or remains blank, and this 
determines how the figure is handled. Where there is no CHZ on the Penalty Sheet any 
minority or unproven HZ’s are simply replaced by an FPS-style average. 

3. To keep the judge analysis honest, judges should not change the original grades on their 
Form-A’s. Averages and correct vs. incorrect HZ’s are handled as above, and the computer 
must be left to calculate the right result. This means that a “wrong” grade (HZ or not) will 
influence the judge’s record, contributing to a true and authentic analysis. 



Ultimately we should expect business at Oshkosh to be the mixture as before, a memorable week 
of solid competition flying by around a hundred determined competitors: fun for pilots, hard work 
for lots of officials, the best seat in the house for many panels of judges, assistants and scribes, and 
a major challenge for our dedicated scorer tapping the keys back in the scoring office. Perfect. 
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